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Historical Studies first-year research skills module: provide students with the
skills necessary to become a critical historical researcher. Key aspect: selection
and evaluation of appropriate academic resources (online/library-based,
primary/secondary).

Current module fails:

• to engage the large multi-ability cohort (150)
• to transfer the skills effectively (evidence from second/third year work)

Greater student numbers forecast; more effective method of teaching these
key skills needed. Also, desire to foster a course community.

Context and Background

Blended approach: begins and ends in lecture theatre, online for four weeks
in between. Students cast in role of an 'historical investigator' and provided
with problems to solve - both individually and in groups.

Task: to solve the problems / reflect on the methods and resources used /
become stronger in their role and score points as they go.

Activity Overview

Four areas of problems devised, to cover main key skill areas:

A. Location (of resources)
B. Differentiation (between resources to determine suitability)
C. Evaluation (deeper analysis; identifying bias)
D. Application (proper use of resources: citation etc.)

Examples of puzzles:

The Puzzles

I looked for models of high engagement within and outside of education;
focussed on gameplay and problem solving. Recent online gaming
phenomenon, Alternative Reality Games, stood out: very high levels of
engagement but relatively minor technical complexity.

Year-long participatory study, followed by survey of the most engaged
participants, revealed several core aspects affecting engagement:

• Problem solving at varying levels
• Progress and rewards (leaderboard, grand prize)
• Narrative devices (characters/plot)
• Regular delivery of new problems/events
• Large, active community [Moseley, forthcoming]

Keen to see whether aspects reproducible in higher education; in particular
to solve immediate need in this module.

Salmon's eTivities frameworks also used to integrate above ideas into a tried
and tested online model. [Salmon, 2002]

Alternative Reality Games?

Two pilots in Dec 2007 and May 2008 (n=10). Key results:

• Blended students showed high engagement; online-only failed to engage.
• Activity hit peaks after initial session and weekly news emails. All students

logged on to Activity home page at least once a day.
• Students particularly liked (and used) 24-7 availability; on and off campus.
• Students most successful in finding and using resources (A and D groups);

found evaluation and critical skills most difficult (B and C groups).
• Some better at puzzle solving, others scored higher in forums and wiki.
• Collaboration took place online, and over coffee/'phones.
• Students strangers before the pilot; working as good team by the end.
• Assessment score, leaderboard, puzzle variety highest motivating factors.

Results

After solving (or struggling with) a puzzle, students asked to post to the
forum with pleas for help, hints and tips, or reflections on their
methodologies. Support given on forums by peers and History Postgraduate
moderators. Discussions lead to entries on the group wikis.

Points gained for
solving puzzles and
posting to the forum
and the wiki, using
graded criteria
(excerpt right):

Special web-based tool devised to handle 24/7 access to the Puzzle Centre.
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To encourage students to contact each other and start to form a course
community:

• Puzzles assigned randomly. Students need to contact others to arrange
swaps for duplicates, or for puzzles which are too difficult for them.

• Some puzzles require several students to solve them, gently forcing
interaction.

• Forums and group wiki. Some forums cohort-wide; others (including wiki)
closed to smaller tutorial groups.

Reflective wiki: compiles resources and methods found during the activity,
plus students' evaluations and interpretations of them.Will remain available
throughout rest of degree, providing ready-made resource to help in future
studies.

Community

• highly successful in raising engagement/motivation with the subject
• increased development of critical analysis skills
• successful merging of ARG concepts with established frameworks
• coped well with different learning styles/strengths

Conclusions

Many puzzles
combine narrative
and cryptic clues
with historical
resources

Some are paired, so
that students with
matching puzzles
need to find each
other and work
together

Some are
designed to

introduce
students to areas

of the library

There are a few
fiendish ones

requiring mass
collaboration


